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A true success never dies:
The Eterna Chronograph Limited Edition 1938
now joins the Heritage collection.
In 2012 at Baselworld, Eterna is pleased to inform connoisseurs of exceptional wristwatch
design and collectors of timepieces of striking character of the return of its Chronograph Limited Edition 1938. At its initial launch, its personality had greatly contributed to Eterna's fastgrowing reputation.
Introduced in 2010, the Heritage collection brings to life a selection of notable Eterna achievements from its distinguished past. The collection features, for instance, limited editions of
the 1973 Super KonTiki and the 1942 Pulsometer, now joined by the Chronograph, dating from
1938.
Reflecting the aesthetic codes of the late Art Deco period, the Chronograph limited edition
1938 is representative of the widespread design research undertaken by Eterna on the chronograph theme. This perfectly balanced design first saw the light of day in 1938.
The Chronograph distinguishes itself from the crisply affirmed right angles of its stainless
steel case, enhanced by the complex geometry and color scheme of its dial face. They testify
both to the self-assured audacity of the designers of the period and to the reason for its inclusion in the Heritage collection.
The Chronograph is equipped with the tried and tested ETA 2894-2 selfwinding caliber providing 42 hours of reserve power, developing 28,800 v.p.h. and fitted with 37 jewels. Along
with its chronograph seconds hand at center and a 30-minute totalizer at 9 o'clock, actioned
by two pushpieces, it displays the hour, minute, running seconds at 3 o'clock and the date. Its
matt black dial face features an intricate pattern of gold-toned minute and seconds circles
enhanced with nine similarly colored Roman numerals — swept by gold-toned hands.
Made of brush-finished and polished stainless steel, the Chronograph case is water-resistant
to 50 meters (nearly 165 feet). Its pressed-in case back is numbered 0001 to 1938.
Larger than the original design's, its dimensions of 36.00 by 45.80 mm for a thickness of 12.80
mm abide by the aesthetic expectations of our time. Its raised sapphire crystal, scratchresistant and anti-reflective, and its black genuine leather strap with elegant deployment
clasp round out the attractive features of a design that has well earned its place in history.
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The Eterna brand
Eterna has since 1856 manufactured high-quality mechanical timepieces born of traditional
craftsmanship. Over its more than 150 years of existence, numerous major developments have
emerged from the company’s workshops. Revolutionary innovations such as the Eterna-Matic
ball-bearing-mounted rotor and the first alarm-equipped wristwatch originated at Eterna.
Other milestones include the recently developed spring barrel construction mounted on ballbearings Eterna Spherodrive setting a new reference with respect to quality and longevity of a
mechanical movement. As one of a few manufacturers, Eterna values on new ideas and sophisticated materials for its traditional craft. And it is by doing so that Eterna has succeeded
time and time again in devising unexpected solutions to watchmaking challenges that had
defied the centuries. Eterna today belongs to the China Haidian Group. It also owns the license of the prestigious Porsche Design collection.
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